
I've also taken part in many DUCK
events. I personally ran dressed as
a Christmas pudding at the Santa
Fun Run! Did the Cathedral Sleep
out with a group of friends which
was a blast. I helped track
participants for Jailbreak.  I was
also deputy leader (which
strengthened my leadership
skills) for the DUCK Thailand
expedition where I worked with
abused animals. It was a
fascinating experience and really
made me much more aware of
animal tourism in the world. I hope
this shows my passion and
committment to DUCK throughout
my time at uni, and why I would
love to be on the exec in my final
year.   

DUCK LOVE

I am a second year Applied

Psychology student from Stevo.

During my first two years here, I

got really stuck in and was on the

DUCK QC Team and then on the

exec as DUCK  Queen’s Campus
Officer.  

I am 21 years old, from Austria and

would love to be your DUCK

College Officer next year. 

MY PROFILE

MY DUCK EXPERIENCE

Organizing charity events and promoting  them 

Negotiating ticket prizes (reduction of 15 pounds)

Organizing big events  (e.g. boat parties, Triwizard ball) to

smaller fundraising events such as bake sales and movie

nights 

 I now have the knowledge  on everything that needs

considering when planning events such as risk assessments,

deadlines for certain applications, and finances.  

Leading a team, working collaboratively on new events   

Being aware of all DUCK events, attending weekly

meetings with the exec& organizing my own meetings with

my team  

DUCK QC TEAM& QC CAMPUS OFFICER  

Next year is going to be the transition from Queen’s

Campus which is very exciting, but also an uncertain time. I

want to make sure ALL colleges are included  and feel at

home in Durham. Queen’s always felt separate from

Durham due to the distance, next year this problem is not

going to be there. I want everyone to know about the

exciting and unique opportunities DUCK has to offer

whether it is running a marathon, going on a rag raid,

partying in the aid of charity, or going overseas

volunteering. I want to bring the love and enthusaism I have

for DUCK to all of you! I plan to keep DUCK college reps

and our new role of DUCK liaisons alive as I think it brings a

good balance to DUCK as everyone can take part, whether

you want to organise your own events or let other students

know about events and campaigns. As you might have

noticed I am really enthusiastic about DUCK.   

TRANSITION

M a r i e  K r i e g l e r  
f o r  D U C K  C o l l e g e s   

O f f i c e r  


